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Louis Sc:hanker: Works of the 19305 and 19405
or abstract painters in the 19305, deporting from
group exhibition, defined "contemporary American
realism was a revolutionary oct. This, at any rote,
art dogmatically . ... as a representational art preoccupied with local color."3 They intended their exis the message of avant-garde artists' manifestos and
organiza tions of those decades. As George l.K. Morris
hibitions as "0 protest against the reputed equivastated in the first American Abstract Artists yearbook
lence of American painting and Jiteral painting,"4 As
young New York artists they may have had high
of 1938, "artists . ... must strip art inward to those
very bones from which all cultures take their life." l
hopes for support from the city's fledgling museums,
Another artists' group, The Ten, had gools similar
but the conservative position of the seven-year-old
to the American Abstract Artists.
Whitney Museum of American Art
Smaller and less forma lly organized
rankled them. The Ten were also
than the A.A.A., The Ten, also dubcalled the "Whitney Dissenters" for
bed by one of their critics "the nine
even though the Whitney's Biennial
"
II
who are ten" because they lacked a
exhibitions included abstract painttenth member (John Graham was
ers, and even included members of
invi ted to exhibit as tenth in 1938;
The Ten (Louis Schanker and Ilya
Lee Gotch was also invited to exBolotowsky occasionally found
hibit), included Ben-Zion, lIya
themselves in the unusual position of
Bolotowsky, l ouis Harris, Earl Kerpicketing outside the Whitney while
kam, Ralph M. Rosenborg, Louis
their paintings hung inside), senSchanker, Joseph Solman and future
sibilities were overwhelmingly in
Abstract Expressionists Adolph
favor of real ist styles. As Lloyd GoodGottlieb and Marcus Rothkowitz
rich stated in a Whitney Museum
MERCURY GALLEIiIE S
(Mark Rothko) . The group was a
symposium
devoted to "The Problem
4 EAST 8~ ST.
ten-artist
protest
movement.
of Subject Matter and Abstract
Throughout the five years of their asAesthetics in Painting," (1933) "The
sociation, they championed artistic experimentation
subject and its representation . ... probably will conand internationalism, while hoping that , by showing
tinue to be, the path by which the artist achieves the
together, they might gain converts, publicity2 and
greatest formal significance . ... abstraction ism ....
even soles, since their shows were held at the prehas denied itself the most profound plastic values."s
stigious 57th Street Montross Gallery as well as at the
The Ten contested this point of view. They denounced
Passedoit Gallery, the Mercury Gallery and the Galthe "symbol of the silo," by which they meant bath the
lery Bonaparte (in Paris).
farm subjects of Regionalists John Steuart Curry,
The Ten opposed those who, as they put it in a
Thomas Hart Benton and Grant Wood , and factory
manifesto which was the catalogue of their 1938
scenes by Precisionists Preston Dickinson , Charles
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lou is Schanker in front of his
WNYC mural , 1937
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" Tne Ten ," Wh itney Dissenters,
wood block exh ibition poster
for Group Show, Mercury
Gallery, November 5-26,1939

louis Schonker's mural ot the World's Fa ir Holl of Medicine and
Public Health, 1939

Sheeler and others. The tone of reviews of The Ten's
exhibitions 6 suggests that many critics misunderstood
the significance of European modernism for young
American abstracfionists. Malcolm Vaughn, art critic
of the New York American in 1935 praised Louis
Schanker's "force of bluntness." But Vaughn felt that
" modernism is no longer the vogue ." The Ten, he
warned, " would have a hard fight ahead of them,
even if they formed their club in the heyday of
modernism, twenty years 090."7
If Vaughn 's comments seem particularly dated
now where Schanker is concerned, it is because
Schanker's is an art which is important in understanding the development of the second wave of American
abstraction which culminated in Abstract Ex pressionism. Schanker's semi-abstractions, which he
began to make in 1933, looked primitive in contrast to
the cool and elegant passages of School of Paris
Cubism , and where instrumental in re- introducing
Americans to expressionism in abstract art.8 With their
heavy black lines on backgrounds of densely packed
patches of prismatic color, the paintings were Schanker's expression of The Ten's group statement that their
art showed "obiects and events as though for the first
time , free from the accretions of habit and divorced
from the conventions of a thousand years of painting."9 Schonker's handling of materials was also an
innovation . Throughout his career Schanker has always worked simultaneously in painting, graphics
and carved sculpture. Especially in the 1940s, he
transferred into paintings the gouged and scratched
incisions of the wood block prints for which he is famous, as well as structural motifs borrowed from his
sculpture. (The variegated surface of Dense Macabre,
1947, derives from the fact that the images are overpointed on a carved woodblock ponel.) The sensibility
presages Abstract Expressionists' anarchic treatment
of materials.
The development of Schanker's art is its own
special commentary on what it meant to be an
abstractionist in America in the period between World

War I and World War II. He began his career by attending night classes at Cooper Union. There he spent
four years (191 9-23), first drawing from casts, and
then in the life class. (In those early years, Schanker
had the opportunity to paint only in a Sunday life
class). This early concentration on drawing left its
mark in the linear motifs of the oils of the 1920s,
1930s and 1940s, and Schanker still often works first
in outline, adding color at a later stage.
Schanker's early work was , of course, realistic .
In Par is in 1931-32, where he studied at the
Academie de la Grand Chaumiere, but worked mostly
on his own on plein air landscapes and Paris street
scenes, his heros were Renoir (he did some Renoires que nude studies), Degas and Signae. The change to
abstraction came when , living in Mallorca in 1933, he
began to do semi-abstractions: still-lifes in which w iry
lines delineate Cubistie still-life subjects on tipped-up
table tops against a background of muted prismatic
colors, and a series of figures with stick-like bodies
and square box heads. 10 The maior impetus for the
figures was, as Schanker recalls it, the art of Rouault
" with that black (outline), square heads and arms," II
although his new style was also heavily influenced by
Cezanne, early Cubism and School of Paris paintings.
Echoes of Rouault's brooding qual ity can be seen in
the whale series of square headed, thickly outlined
figures where themes of confrontation and confl ict are
expressed in images of athletic contests (Polo, 1933;
Football, 1939; leapfrog, 1936) or of dance (Indian
Dance, 1937). Three Men on a Bench (1937), an ambitious painting of this series, was exhibited in the important American Abstract Artists' show at the Squibb
Bu ilding in 1937 (Schanker was a founding member
of the American Abstract Art ists). Another early departure from representational art was Machine Forms
(1936), a foray into territory explored in the 'teens by
Morton Schomberg and other future Precisionists.
Other Schanker paintings merge Cubism with
Surrealism , for example, the important mural for the
radio station WNYC ( 1937), in which he comb ined

cubist flattened space and a cubistic bent guitar with
surrealistic motifs involving stringed instruments, and
placed the forms on a background of hatched lines
and color patches. In Schanker's mural for the Hall of
Medicine & Publ ic Health Building at the New York
World 's Fair (1939-40), lorge, sharply angled geometric shapes are the background foil for a variety of
organic cell and amoeba shapes, an oversized head,
and directional symbols such as an arrow and dotted
lines. One influence was Kandinsky, and the mural
can also be compared to Arshile Gorky's Aviation Murals of 1935-37, designed for Newark Airpart and done
when Gorky was on government WPA/FAP.'2 The
Newark murals were trend -setting as abstract murals
whose success may well have paved the way for acceptance of Schenker's designs. Surrealist motifs continue in Schanker's art. An abstracted landscape
image (Untitled, 1940) has a population of heavily
painted amoeboid and branch-like forms , while Nude
(1948), a pa inting in which the dominant fish shope
reads simultaneously as a torso and as a projectile,
embodies a surrealist-inspired vision of metamorphosis.
Schanker wrote in Tiger's Eye (June, 1949),
" Though much of my work is classified as abstract, all
my work develops from natural forms. .. No matter
how for my experimental design may take me from
the spring board I have found in objective patterns .
. there remains always a core of objective reality."13 His insistence on that " core" of obiectivity
eliminated in paintings by Abstract Expressionists Pol lock, Rothko and others defines his pivotal position
which is perhaps at e mid-point within the development of American abstraction in the 19405. In 1944,
Carl Zig rosser had quoted Walt Whitman in an introduction to a portfolio of Schenker graphics which was
a tribute to Schanker's inventiveness and spirit: "Materials here under your eye shall change their shape
as if by magic." 14 Schanker's work of the 1930s and
1940s has a special place in Americen Art.
Susan Fillin Yeh
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louis Schanker's wood sculpture, Abstracted Man (center) and oil,
Three Men on a Bench (rignt) aT the American Ab!.fraCl Arti!.fS' Squ ibb
Building Exnib ition, 1937

Wotks in the Exhibition
-21. Study for radio

s~on WNYC moral
watercolor, 9 x 41 in.

1933
I. P%

wotercolor& ink.
°2 . SHII Life
watercolor & ink,
°3. S,iII Life
watercolor, 1" x
4. The! Guitarist
watercolor. 19 x

16\1!a X 21Y2 ln_

18 x. 13 in.
19 in.

23.

pencil, S~ x 2~ in,
watercolor. 7% x 18 in.
Owl

opplewood, 28 in. hig"
lS ·in.

1936

5. Group ComposmOll
oil, 29V:z x S3 in.
°6 . LeopFrog
oil, 24 X 30 in,
°7. Moehine Forms
oil. 12V:z x 9V:z in.
8. Study for Three Men on 0 Bench
oil, 19V:r x 24 in.
coli : Mr. & Mrs. Hot\ley Romboch

9 . Thol.oven
watercolor. 9V:z x 5~ in.
10. form Arrangement
postel , 1.4 x 8'h in.
II.

privote collection

22. Two studies for radio stotion WNYC mural

Drawing for .5qvibb Gallery lithograph

pencil, 9 X 7 in.
private collection
° 12. Abst1'OCted Man
pointed applewood. 12 in. high
13. .Study for Men on Horsebaclc
oil, 29 X 36 in.

14. Family
oil, 28V::z x 36 in.
1937

. 15. 'Indian Donee
011 , 12 x 15~ i n .
-16. Men on Horseback (bock cover)
oil , S4 x 68 in.
°17. Three Men on a 8ench (front cover)
oil. S4 x 68 in .

°18. Boskotboll
oil, 28YJ x 3S in.

19 . Convet"SOtion
. watercolor, 11 V::z x 8V:z in.

20. Sfudy for Neponsit Childrens HOIpirol mural
watercolor, S x 6Y:z in.

1938
24. Unrifled
oil , 27112 x 23 in.
25. Mural study for 1939 Worlrls fa ir
oil, 14 X 28 in .
private collection
·26. Mural skerch
1939 World's Fair

for

w atercolor, 6 x 13 in.

27. Second mural sketch for 1939 World's Fair
watercolor. 5 x 12 in.
28. Ske1Ch for mural
watercolor. 6 x 13 in.
29. Group Composition
gouocne, 12 x 9 in.
30. Composition
crayon and ink" II V:! X 14112 in.
1939
° 3 1. Foorboll
oil. 40 x S4 in.
32. Foorboll

1944
39. Daneen
cosein tempera. BV.. x 17 in .
40. Dance Movement
COMin tempera, 1.4\.'.2 x 21 in.
.4 1. Landscape
case in tempera , 14~ X 21\.'.2 in .
42. Aerial Act
casein tempera, 21 x 14Y2 in .
1945

43. Landscape
oiL 27 x 34 in.
4.4.

Form Arrangement
oil, 14 x 21 in.
45. Form Arrangeml!nt
casein tempera, 14 x 21 in .

46. Untirled
casein tempera. 21112 x 30 in .
19.46
-47. Londscope
oil , 29 X 40 in.
1947
48.

Donse Macabre

oil on wood. 21 x 66 in.

1948
49. Node
oil, 54 x 30 in .

oil. 29 X 36 in.
coil : Mr. & Mrs. Mark Lerner
33. Footboll
watercolor, 1 2 X 1.4 in.
1"940
-34. Forms in Acrion
oil, 30 x S4 in .
35. Sketch for haclcey mOsaic
cosein tempera, 23 x '22 in.

36. Form Arrangement
postel, B x 16 in.

37. Running Men
relief, cnerrywood, 7 X 16 in.
19.41

38. Exhibition Post«
woodcut, 17 x 12 in.
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